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Athletic directors among finalists
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By Stephanie $1. tat&
Daily staff writer
SJSUs men’s and women’s athletic iiiIc iris
are finalists tor the new combined athletics director
position.
A source on the Athletics Board said Thursday
that both Vern Wagner. Interim Melt., athletic directoi. and Mary Zimineririan women’s athletic director. are both still in the running, hut there is still a
long %\ \ 10 no before any inc candidate would be
sele,
Wagner confirmed Friday he is one in six finalise, still being considered tor the .1oh.
linimerman was participating in a golf tournament 111 Monterey and could not he reached for cornccci
.
Oall Buerger. executive assistant to the president vv.itild not confirm that either person is a candidate ii he lob.

We ti011 I V,1111 10 ’cake .1 slatelliellt al this
time.’ Buerger said.
Wagner said Buerger notified him Wednesday
that he would called for further interviews.
James Bryant. chairman of the Human Perlormance Department and the athletics director search
committee, said six finalists’ names were submitted
to the president’s of flee on Feb. 24.
Wagner will he in Los Angeles next week to attend a Paella. Coast Athletic Association council
meeting and basketball tournament and said he was
not sure when he would be interviewed - hut expected to he contacted alter his return.
The choosing of finalists concludes the role ot
the selection committee in the process. Bryant said.
The candidates will next he interviewed by
members ol the Athletics Board, he added.
The new director will take over what are now
both the men’s and women’s athletics departments.

the result ot a planned merger approYed In President
Gail Fullerton in November
Wagner said his chances in being named depend on the evaluation itt his perlormance for the
past three sears.
He said he believes he is a strong contender for
the new position
"I deserve IC* W:111111.1He has been both an associate director and an
interim director iv( ice. he ...lid
Wagner. whit was associate athletic director for
the University itt Cahlorma at Iry me. a program including both nien’s and women’s sports, said the
only ditterence in a combined SJSU program would
be "just more work
The dechoon made will he the right one for the
universits . he said
It Wagner were not to he named. ’*Then it will
he imic to go fishing."’ he said.

Photos by
Michael Burke and Craig Kohlruss

Automotive society
displays aircrafts
president id’ the Society (il’
Robert Simnhathy
Autoinot iv e Engineers. inspects an old -sly le aircraft engine.
which is very simple in design, rotates with the propeller when
in use. The society entered the engineering competition by:
displaying various aircraft. including a night training
helicopter. engines and jets in front of Clark library. Other
display s 55 ire presented in the Engineering Building.

((abriele Rico, English professor and coordinator of 100%1 final

Tests to screen
100W students
By Tom Dunlap
Daily staff writer
’All of us
Instead tit all students simultaother have to write
neously taking the 100W final essay
exam. in fall I9X8 they’ll begin taking
pressure.’
under
a screening test tor admittance into the
class.
Cahriele Rico,
The new entrance exam won’t reEnglish professor
place the "common final until fall
kn
two
reasons:
exam’s
1910t
The
The third group. "probably 70 to
questions are still being formulated 80 percent oh the students."’ w ill he il
and the new SJSU catalog for fall of lowed to enroll in If
classes. Rico
19/44 will contain the new require- said.
ment. English Prof. Gahrtele Rico
A small percentage ()I students at
said.
the lowest level Non’t he admitted into
Based on the entrance exam’s re- I ((OW classes
sults, students under a tentative plan "We’ll otter courses or tutoring
vs ill he categonied into four groups. to those students, or they ’II have to get
Rico said.
help on their own.’’ Rico said
"A small percentage at the highRico said she will he sad to see
est level, probably less than 10 per- the common linal go.
cent. will he able to go to their departIn last semester’s test, about
ment chairman and challange the 2.;04) MOW students answered the
requirement, if their department has a same essay question in about two
100W challenge policy she said.
hours on a Saturday .
The English Hepartment has such
On another day, teachers gatha policy. Others departments don’t ered tor a "holistic reading" of the
have a 100W challenge polies . requir- exams.
ing all students to pass the course beThis has been happening every
fore graduating, Rico said.
semester or 12 years. Rico said.
Students would be able to waive
"All ol its ai some time or other
the requirement hut not the three units, have to write under pressure, whether
she added.
it’s a letter or memo or whatever.** she
Students categorized in the sec- said.
ond level will have the option to take
’Therefore. (the common final)
the Writing Workshop Waiver Exam. is not that outlandish.’" she said.
Students can currently take that test
Instructors and students have long
and waive the 100W requirement if been critical of the exam, Grievances
they score high enough.
See WOW. back page

at some time
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Womyn’s Week begins
despite lack of funds
By Elisha Arnone
Daily staff writer
Cramped in the Women’s Center.
a mom the ’,tie of a large closet.
Marge Kinischer, co-coordinator of
the center has launched Womyns
Week, hut only after a scramble for
funds and speakers.
Today is the first day ()I Womyn’s Week, a five-day celebration of
the history of women. The theme is
"The Emerging Woman: Choices and
Challenges."
The spelling of ’womyn emphasites Identity distinct from men.
The Women’s Center is funded
by Associated Students each year. Last
spring. the A.S. hoard of directors al-

located $6,07,, to pay tor stalling, supplies and events. Kintscher said.
’But we only received $ Inn for
Womyn’s Week.’’ Kintscher said.
"We had to go to special allocations in
December to receive special funding
of $1.375.
"This caused problems because
we didn’t have enough money to pay
For speakers and events in advance,’’
she said.
"Womyn’s Week should he
landed when the center is funded, so
we can organite. and get better speakers. said Allison Kelsey, who coordinates the center with Kintscher.
Devish Garg. A.S. director of
See WOMYN’S WEEK. bock page

Residents
treated to
’tacky’ show
By Paige C. Borgel
Daily stall writer
Eating wasn’t the only rea
son SJSU dorm residents went
to the Dining Commons or din
tier Thursday. A "Tack) Push
ion Show" and a talent show
were the main attraction.
The fashion show was an
eflOrt by Royce Hall residents to
attract people to their Tacky
Dance’.
Inappropriate
and
hiCh via, scheduled to he held
Friday. said Michelle Marty. an
See TACKY . hack paRr

Greeks, Panhellenics
find adviser in alumna
the Greek system.
By Judith Faught
"I would like to bring hack the
Daily staff writer
An SJSU alumna has been chosen feeling of camaraderie between the
Greeks. Houston said "The unity
as the new Greek adviser.
Nada Houston, who graduated factor is very important."
While at SJSU. Houston was infrom SJSU in 1957. will begin her new
postion today by attending the Interfra- volved in student activ ities. including
[entity Council and Panhellenic meet- student government. the rally committee and Delta Gamma sorority ings.
Houston is replacing Jan Mums where she served as vice president in
who resigned the position of adviser 1955 .
While attending SJSE she was
and university liaison to the Interfraternity and Panhellenic Councils two named in the 1956-57 edition of
"Who’s Who Among Students in
weeks ago at an IFC meeting.
Mutos cited personal reasons for American Colleges and Universities ’
Houston remains active in univerleaving.
Houston said she is excited about sity and community activities She is a
returning to SJSU and working with
See GREEKS. back page

Pub features
subtitled
television
By Jeff Goularte
Daily staff writer
SJSU students and faculty
can now watch a variety of television programming while sod:ill/mg at the Spartan Pub.
At the request of the Talking Hands Club, a social club
in/awed by SJSU hearing impaired students. a TeleCaption
TV adapter has been installed on
the Pub’s television.
When a TV set is equipped
with the $225 device. subtitles
See PUB, bacA page
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Editorial

Compensation for waterless students
students who have suffered during the
The
recent water shut -offs resulting from Rec
(’enter construction snafus are justified in
their attempt to seek compensation.
Roebbelen Construction Co., the company responsible Ibr the shut -offs, should make
an effort to be more understanding. The company has not bothered to step forward and apologize, and the affected students feel they have
been trampled on without regard to their rights.
Dorm residents have a right to expect running water and sanitary conditions. They pay at
least $1,450 per semester to live in the residence halls.
Dorm residents showed their tolerance and
flexibility when they didn’t groan too loudly
when flyers were posted in the halls notifying
them the water would he shuOoff between I
and 5 p.m. on Feb. I.
When the water didn’t come on again until
I a.m., causing overfilled toilets which in turn
clogged the pipes and blooded the bathrooms,
dorm residents had good reason to vent their
anger. But the kicker came the next morning
when Roebbelen turned the water off again
without warning, leaving several students
stranded in showers with heads full of shamPoo.
’l’uming the water off again without warn-

ing pushed the matter from inconvenience to
damage, and dorm residents should he compensated for their suffering.
On top of the inconvenience, the prolonged shut -offs made for very unsanitary conditions - in violation of health laws
and
created a fire hazard with an inoperable sprinkler system. The Dining Commons was unable
to wash dishes and had to cut back on its menu
because water wasn’t available.
The latest debacle certainly wasn’t the
first incident of water loss. Last semester the
Rec Center construction crew broke an underground water pipe
this and other incidents
have left the dorms high and dry more than
once belbre. The residents are tired of it, and
for good reason.

Viewpoint

15.?.?\?-.11CONI

Nobody can fault dorm residents l’or seeking compensation because Roebbelen has
shown no empathy for their feelings. If the
company were to at least make a symbolic gesture, it would go a lone k ay tovvards softening
hard-water feelings.

Deborah G.
Guadan

unity.
The ironic part is that the church’s attempts to control
American Catholics are onlv creating more apathy. A 1986
Gallup Poll said 63 percent ol American Catholics under 30
years old said they believe the church should change its
stance on sexual morals to reflect current society.
And lor the first time in the 50-year history of the poll.
regular church attendance went below the halfway mark to
49 percent.
A familiar comment from non -practicing Catholics is
the church is too hypocritical on certain issues like abortion
and homosexuality. One moment the clergy say God welcomes everyone and the next the church’s doors are hanging
shut because you’re different.
But people seem to forget there is a huge difference between human beings who run an organization and God. An
organization is based on members with similar views or beliefs, hut whoever is in power controls the decisions
To attempt to define God is ludicrous. But the idea that
a being of infinite love wants a church based on power is
senseless. True spirituality comes from within, not from
controlling other people.
Yes. American Catholics are confused, hut not about
sexual morality or faith or how often to go to church. In a
world where diversity is natural and spurns growth, leaders
need to recognize change is healthy.
Maintaining strict rules for Catholics will not protect
the pope and the clergy from change. American Catholics
aren’t afraid to leave the church anymore. If the Vatican
doesn’t learn to like change, it may wake up one day and
have no flock to lead.
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Letters to the Editor
Columnist has no tolerance
Editor.
For the first time during my career at SJSU a Spartan
Daily column has struck me as being so unbelievably unjust, that the time spent ’.5 ruing this letter was a justifiable
diversion.
Has Forum Editor Andy Bird proved once and for all
that he’s a turkey? Has he no tolerance for college students
and their varying Me stv les and train of thought’? Who
elected Bird judge and Jury for complaints against SJSU -the institution currently responsible for the present and future lives of 28.000 students? Perhaps Bird is telling us. his
peers. that we’re a hunch of snivelling sissies. How would
Bird handle a trek across campus in the middle of the night
just to relieve himself’?
I don’t live in the dorms and I avoid parking in the garages. hull attend SJSU and support the Spartan Daily. So,
I expect the right to voice my griev ances with out the fear of
being put up to ridicule by a fellow student with a different
point of view.
My pet peeve is against the idiots who allowed the Bird
onto the editorial perch - - even alter his obvious intolerance for campus life.
Natasha Singh
Senior
Jou rns . ni or
Foreign students should pay more

MR. PRESIDENT,
WHAT WAS YOUR ROLE
IN THE IRAN

A MODEPAIE- IRANIAN

If Roebbelen would at least apologize and
offer to do something in return, such as throw a
huge "how dry I am" party for dorm residents,
or perhaps sponsor a leisure outing, the construction company would probably he forgiven.

Roman Catholic Church must change
American Roman Catholics are confused. At least
that’s one theologian’s interpretation of the pope’s disciplinary actions against unruly clergy and laity.
In a November issue of U.S. News and World Report
one theologian said the pope’s recent actions against Rev.
Charles Curran and Archbishop Raymond Huruhausen are
merely a vi ay of stopping a handful of middlemen and
scholars within the church from confusing the ordinary people.
When spokesmen of the church like Curran disagree
with the church’s teachings, the power of the pope and his
hierarchy is threatened. Curran
lias disagreed with the church’s
teachings on issues of sexual morality such as contraception, abortion and honiosevnality. As a moral theologian at Catholic
l’ni versit) he said all these issues are justifiable under some
irciiunslances.
What the church calls the sexual revolution and the fact
that it does not lit into God’s plan does not deal with morality as much as authority.
For a faith which claims by its name to have universal
appeal, there doesn’t seem to he much tolerance of Individuality or any acceptance of different ideas. Only the few
who lit the rules will find their way to heaven.
It’s a I m interesting to note the pope regards his flock
as ordinary . Ii we’re only common people, then our faith
and sexual morality surely can’t he important either. Therelore, the issue cannot he sexual morality
The real issue within the Roman Catholic Church is
pow er. Prohibiting premarital sex, any unnatural form of
hi rift control, abortion and homosexuality has nothing to do
ah God’s law hut with keeping the church united.
Hunthausen was criticized and punished for his teachings on marriage annulment, homosexuality. contraception
and matters involving the priesthood. A Vatican official
said he needed to develop a ministry to homosexuals which
avoided a clash between official church teachings and lifestyles contrary to those teachings.
The archbishop’s crime was he allowed a national organization for gay Catholics to sponsor a mass at a cathedral
in Seattle. The call to faith and a ritual which celebrates that
faith cannot he controlled by one group’s fear of losing

A Fi,’1\ rdiCAL

Editor.
As an American and a person I found Divya Jhala’s
piece in the Feb. 25 edition insulting and ingratuitous. Education in America is given a high priority to Americans regardless of social class. Americans are citizens of this country and are subsequently entitled to the benefits of the
community. They have an allegiance to the country and
inost have paid taxes. After us resident, tax -paying, benefitreceiving, allegiance oriented students graduate from collegeii we take what we have learned, apply it to an applicable eld in our society and give hack to our community for
what it has given us through education.
Foreign students are not citizens. They realistically
have no obligation to this country. While they may drop in
and pay some nominal taxes while they are here getting an
education, they don’t contribute the amount that American
taxpayers and institutions do. They should pay for the education they recieve at the rate it cost the state to educate per
student. And most of all, they shouldn’t complain about
having to do so.
It isn’t the responsibility of the American educational
system to subsidize foreigners arriving on our shores with
the intention of returning. We are not in the business
passing out freebies here. Non-resident Americans who get
resident status and a drop in fees have intent to make California their permanent home. If foreigners want a drop in
educational fees, maybe they should think about becoming
citirens prior to complaining about not having the benefits
of citizenship. which is an avaihle alternative for them.
I have enough trouble paying for my own education as
an American. I don’t feel I need to pay for the rest of the
world’s as well. Jhala should examine what she does get for
her money befive she complains about what she doesn’t and
takes a trendy stand of discrimination.
Brian Bement
Junior
Aeronautics

Frank Michael
Russell

Uni-versity
SJSU is a university.
Arlene Okerlund, interim academic vice
president, has been fond of pointing out what
that means. A good university, while composed of different departments. with diverse students studying
varied disciplines, has unity a feeling of oneness.
But anyone who reads the pages of this newspaper knows that’s not always the case.
Associated Students President Tom Boothe has a
good idea to alleviate this, at least on the student level
Campus leaders, he said in a conversation last
week. should get together for weekend seminars.
They’d learn management and leadership tech
niques they could take hack to their organizations,
hut - and this would be the best part -- they’d get a
chance to meet each other.
Even at a school like SJSU, with more than
25,000 students from all walks of life, the ranks of
campus leaders are a fairly small group.
They all have to work with each other. And
they’d do a better job if they all knew who they were.
At the University of Missouri -St. Louis. a series
of leadership training and development workshops accomplished just that.
At the end of each summer, approximately 100
student leaders gathered for a weekend in the country.
The program included a few seminars, hut it was
also a relaxing weekend, with canoeing, afternoon
hikes and even an evening around the campfire.
The student bods problems weren’t solved by
the end of the weekend. But we all felt somehow we
could get a start on them. And we all knew who to call
when it was time to get started.
Boothe’s idea would he a good start at unifying
SJSU, a university that sometimes feels like it’s
at least three.
those who
One consists of traditional students
live in the residence halls or near campus, belong to
fraternities or sororities or are active in student organizations.
Another includes commuter students who often
take classes on a part-time basis. They’re often too involved in work or with their families to become involved in campus life.
SJSU is also becoming a rich, multicultural university with a large number of students who are recent
immigrants. It’s unfair to make broad generalities, but
language barriers or perhaps a commitment to their
studies seem to he keeping these students out of the
mainstream of student activities.
SJSU is also divided in another way by school
and department.
A perfect example of this is how the Academic
Senate decided in the fall to allocate $190,733 in lottery funds for distinguished guest speakers and artists.
The money has helped pay for appearances by
noted economist Kenneth Boulding and folk singer
’ Pete Seeger. Similar programs of campuswide appeal
are scheduled for the rest of the semester.
But the funds are being distributed at the department level, where they do no good in serving the entire campus.
The lottery money would he more effective in a
series of weekly programs, all scheduled at the same
time and in the same place.
Imagine a Morris Dailey Auditorium lecture series. At noon every Wednesday an important speaker
or distinguished artist would lecture to a full assembly
hall. No classes would he scheduled during the hour to
encourage attendance.
The topic would vary from week to week, perhaps chosen by the departments on a rotating basis.
But the program would draw students and employees
from all parts of SJSU and probably members of the
general public, as well.
And it would he a step in bringing Okerlund’s vision of a university to SJSU
Frank Michael Russell is the news editor of the
Spartan Daily and. yes, he was a student at the
University of Missouri -St. Louis before he transfeirorneddalyo.SJSU. Ragged Right will he back next
Monday.
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Letters to the Editor
Don’t pick on Greeks
Editor,
If I had the benefit of reading the
Spartan Daily s coverage of lite in the
Greek system. I probably never would
base joined a sorority lour years ago.
The Spartan Daily presents the
Greek system as a "hunch of kids who
are only here temporarily ." I am pantclurly incensed by the article about an
angry neighbor ol Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity. Being a neighbor myself. I
can safely say they haven’t changed
the so-called "peaceful" neighborhood. This "peaceful" neighborhood
consists of neighbors who %andali/e
by throw ing bottles and other such
acts: breaking into cars, stealing bikes.
verbally assualting without provivalion and commiting crimes such as
prowling, peeping, breaking and entering and attempted rape.
I’m happy to say I welcome ATO
to our neighborhood. I feel a whole lot
safer with them across the street. I’ve
seen the police called on a party at ti
p.m when the music was not audible
I
the sidewalk across the street.
In the past year. we’se seen
neighbors stab fraternity men, break
into sorority houses and be carried off
in police paddy wagons l’se seen the
Greek system for tour sears donating
thousands of dollars itt charity try ing
to help the community and campus
(without much cooperation provide
tremendous support in time of tragedy
and triumph. help I nen& better them.
selves scholastically and socially, and
turn out more liense alumni of SJSU
and the community in general than any
other campus grump
I hope others V% ill look beyond the
negat is e commentary and realize there
is much more to the Greek system than
drunken, wild parties and negative incidents.
Jonette l’ahrmatter
Senior
Business

Column too sarcastic
The caushu and sarcastic manner
employed by Andy Bird on Feb. 27
describing "whimpers" incensed me.
Bird tries to tell us that SJSU students
are natural complainers who are dissatisfied svith everything from parking to
the library. Perhaps his article, a complaint, does prove this true. However,
the fact that students are complaining
means that a deeper look needs to he
taken.
Bird speaks of one student’s "anguish and frustration" as though his
problem of finding a parking space
was merely a monthly occurrence,
when in fact, many students and some
faculty are faced w it h the fact that hundreds of parking spaces base been
eliminated since last September. Were
students and faculty gisen alternative
places to park after several parking lots
were eaten by the Rec Center.’ Parking
is a problem when students must regularly scavenge tor a parking space
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Perhaps Bird has mistaken a
"whimper** for a a cry of disgust
Bird also mistakenly cites the
."hours ol peril suffered at the hands of
the Rec Center construction crew
while water was not running." The
water in the SJSU dorms and Dining
Commons was actually off for 32
hours with the exception of six early morning hours. The hours of peril
were actually just two days of no
flushing toilets, no running water, no
shower,, no real dishes in the Dining
Commons, no water or brushing
teeth, no drinking water, and more imponantly. no water to wash food or
hands with. Students were not forenamed that the water would be shut
off regularly.
State law requires that running
water be furnished for tenants. The repeated violations of this law have serious repercussions. "These things
will happpen." is no excuse lOr constant infringetnents upon student
rights. Bird chooses to interpret students’ anger and frustration as whimpering. Bird, may I suggest that you
have your water shut-off without notice and enjoy your w ait in the long
line at the public showers
Important issues hase been demeaned to vt himpering students who
don’t know what real hardship is. Refusing to go to the bathroom on a toilet
that does not flush (one that has already been filled) may not place me in
your "tough guy " status. I prefer
being a "whimper." Please take your
ass ard and stop treating real and serious issues with contempt and sarcasm.
I.essly White
Freshman
Political Science

Space letter wrong
Editor.
In reply to Mark Olson’s letter of
Feb. 24. I can only add that common
sense should be used when considering
space requirements on our campus.
For example: Large spaces in the
central and southern sections of the
Wahlquist Library are totally empty
and unused. These spaces should he
used more effectively by the university’.fr which every department has the
greatest need or space.
I disagree with the logic of 01 son’s letter. The problem with empty
windows in the Office of Admissions
and Records is not because of excess
space, hut because there are too few
employees to staff them. Further, the
statement that renovation of Dwight
Bente’ Hall is questionable, is hard to
believe. Has Olson ever been through
the entire second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall? I doubt it because most of the
floor has been closed because of safety
hazards for some time.
As a microbiology major. I’m
sure Olson has had to deal with space
considerations since the closure of the
Old Science Building in 1980. Clii,es
need space If renovation opens ’mire

Dateline
space, then it should he done as soon
as time and money are asailable
As for the issue of the library
wonder which type of space is being
space for books not for
referred to
people.’ Noisy libraries have always
been a problem and will remain so
has e
after the space problems Lit
been solved. The Clark Library has
people
plenty of room tOr book,
are another concern
I suggest student, who are both
ered by noise in the library moose to an
other building to study or ask for
tougher noise standards tithe enlorced
in the library
About relocating campus depart
wins, that is another subject Mai
should he addressed separately in a
more factual statement. Let’s not MIN
apples and oranges.
Russ Connell)
Junior
Radio ’1.%

Set the record straight
Editor.
I would like to take this opportunity to clarify the Feb. 25 article "Industrial
flokl
Design
Students
Show
by Diane M. Bejarano Xi,
intention is only to set the re, illd
straight and not place blame. Hell
no’s article was sery important and
helpful to our cause.
Tin begin. I am a member ot the
Industrial Design Student Association
which is all
to the Industrial De
sign Society of America. San Fran
cisco chapter.
Secondly, the ’
Feb. 2,
was actually a pre -show to gather sill
dent work in order to determine him
much response we would get We .11i
still accepting work as It
as spas,allows. The actual show is March iii
coincide with the gallery openings.
In addition. we don’t haw display cases because nobody has both
ered to reser% e one
run because
"the paper work unsolved was a problem."
Lastly, lower di% ision students
who intend to he industrial design Majors must declare themselses as art ma
jors until they pass a design review
TherelOre. money. from such things as
their registration fees go to the Art IX’
pan ment and not the ul..sign de pall
intent. The money does not nes.essaid%
"bypass’’ them.
Evelyn I. King
Junior
Art/Industrial Dessgin

The Daily a model
Editor.
I recently learned your paper won
first place in the California Newspaper
Publishers Association Contest. As
second place winner. I extend my congratulations. I has e often thought the
Daily one of the best student newspapers in the country. In fact, your paper
serves as a model for our photography
and editorial departments.
Ron Bell
Editor in Chief
UCLA Daily Bruin

Entrepreneurs honored
CHICAGO (API - When she
was I I. Kim MerriWs grandmother
bought her three $I chocolate molds.
At 19, her Kim’s Khocolates factory is
projecting gross revenues of nearly
$250.000 on her custom -molded chocolates.
’I don’t consider this so successful. I’m nowhere near where I plan to
he.’’ she said last week.
Merritt is part of a new wave of
young entrepreneurs using energy and
pluck to turn their ideas into profitable

businesses. One-third of all new coot panics started in 1985 were owned by
people under 30. government figures
show.
Merritt was one of 1011 young entrepreneurs honored Friday, the opening day of a convention of the Association of Collegiate Entrepreneurs and
the ’Young Entrepreneurs Organization.
The convention
about 1,000 people

has attracted

Governor’s toxic list criticized
SACRAMENTO (AP)
The state. billowing the
requirements of a voler-appnwed 111111:111%C. released a
list last week of 29 toxic chemicals, hut environmentalist% immediately tiled a suit saying it was more than 200
short of the law’s requirements.
"Gov . fGeot’gel Deukmejian has shown flagrant
disregard for the plain spirit and intent ol Proposition
1,5." said Democratic Assemblyman Tom Hayden ol
Santa Monica. one ol the initiative’s chiel supponers
. . he has sided again with the polluters against the
public health
Proposition 65, stubbed the clean drinking water
approsed by soter, last Ts:member. It requires the governor to publish In March 1 "a list ol
those chemicals known to the state it, cause cancer or reproductive toxicity " The new lass say s the list shall include at a minimum, substances listed as human or animal carcinogens by the International Agency for
Research on Cancer or by the federal Hazard Communcation Standard Chemicals on those lists total 250.
The initiative requires warnings to anyone exposed
Iii any chemicals on the list, beginning one year after its
issuance. It also bars any chemicals on the list from
heing discharged into drinking waters, beginning 20
months after their inclusion on the list
111111alitte. %as

Detikinejian’s Health and Wellare Agency issued
the short list, along with a list of 201 "candidate chemicals- to he studied over the next year by a new Scientific
NAB tsrtry Panel tor possible inclusion on the list. The
Repuhlican governor took the approach adsocated by
business. industry.. chemical and farm groups in responding to the initiative that aims at keeping toxic chemicals
it drinking water.
:Fhe lawsuit, filed last Friday. asks Sacraments)
County Superior coun to order Deukinemin to issue a
11111 list ot 250 dangennis chemicals.

Aliens to pay for status change
Ii
ANGELES (APi The U.S. go% ernment
i5

anis it, charge SI75 tOr each adult illegal immigrant or
,400 tor esers illegal tanitly apply ing lor legal status. a
ic R *paper reported last week.
The fees will be proposed in Immigration and Namializat ion tiers ice regulations expected tithe made public
this %keels. the Los Angeles Times said. quoting unidenlit ed Justice Department sources in Washington. D.C.
INS Commissioner Alan Nelson rel used to conlinn
the figures in a breakfast meeting with reporters in
Washington on Thursday hut said the agency is considering a rate ot 5150 to $250 per person. and a family Fate
is likely
Nelson said the alien amnesty program, part of last
year’s landmark immigration law. should pay- for itsell
Beginning May 5. the INS will start accepting applications tor legal 51.1111, 110111 illegal aliens whim have
liyed in the United Slates , ,.ittinuously except lor hriel
absences. since before Jan 1. 1982.
lit addition. agricultural emplosees who worked at

By Elisha Arnonc
Daily staff writer
More than 100 companies looking to employ SJSI..1 sill dents for summer jobs will come to the seventh annual Summer and Co-op Joh Fair Wednesday. The event is sponsored
by the Career Planning and Placement Center
A s anety ot companies w ill set up hooths in the Student Union Ballroom, present literature. answer questions.
and hand out applications kir summer work from Ill a.m. to
3 p.n)
A few ol the employers attending will he Lockheed
Missiles Mill Space. San Jose Hospital. Internal Revenue
tiers ice. the Footlocker. U.S. Air Force, San Jose and Oakland police departments. and San Jose Parks and Recreation
Ikpanment.
"This is an opportunity for students to talk to employers in a relaxed setting and explore job put...11,1116es," said
I.upe Zunigii..joh developer tor the Career PI:inning and
Placement (’enter.
Students are encouraged it) introduce themselves to
employers, and tell them their major and class standing.
"Ask what opportunities are available. and I or a name
of someone in control of hiring personnel " Zuniga said.

Campaigning will begin on
March 16. On March 18. there will he
a meet -the-candidate forum on the
upper pad of the Student Union.

A.S. elections are
scheduled for March
25 and 26.
he recognized." Latta() said. Recognized groups can receive a dollar front
each member who writes their group’s
name down when they vote.
A candidate orientation meeting
will he held on March 9 in the Costanoan Room of the Student Unis)n.

Pentagon revises health plan
WASHINGTON (API - The Pentagon. atter
of study and a good hit of controversy . has begun ,..
hauling its health care system tOr dependents and re
times.
The Pentagon’s office of health affairs announced
last week it has started mailing formal requests tor pro
posals to more than 200 health-care pros iders and insur
ance companies that had expressed an interest in budding
on four "demonstration projects "
Those projects, expected to unlike contracts total hug Sh00 million. will affect an estimated 1.7 million re
tirees and dependents is ing in six states and one major
metropolitan area.
The six states are being grouped geographically in
pairs with one contract to he WA arded for each two states
Calilornia and Hawaii. North Carolina and South
Carolina. and Georgia and Florida_ The New Orleans
metro area w ill be handled separately with its own con
tract
Assuming the one -x ear demonstration programs
work as expected, the reform et Ion will he extended nationwide to encompass all 5.1 million eligible retirees
and dependents.
In essence, the Pentagon now wants tin stop running
Its own health insurance plan and rely instead on re
glottal contractor,
The contractor will base to assume the responsibil
fly for pros iding health care to retirees and dependents in
the test areas for a set annual fee.

Towns give tons of clothing
ANNA. III. (API - Phil Bridwell saw a television
plea for warm clothing for the homeless in Los Angeles
and decided to rally his town and others nearby to assist
’people out there yelling for help. It worked.
In just two days. Anna. III., Paducah. Ky .. and
Cape Girardeau. Mt, . collected about 15 tons of cloth
ing. which the towns delis ered to a mission in the nations second-largest city.
’I just felt like the Lord laid it inn me and said
something’s gotta be done.’’ Bridwell said last week.
Bridwell became interested while watching a tele% ision plea on behalf of the homeless by Willie Jordan.
who, along with her husband. runs the 40-year-old Fred
lord:tit Mission in 1.1,, Angeles

Companies offer summer work

Student campaigns to begin soon
Dust off the platforms, paint the
campaign posters and get ready to
write those speeches.
Elections for the Associated Students are scheduled for March 25 and
26 -- less than a month away.
Applications for the elections are
now available in the A.S. office. said
Annabelle Ladao. A.S. director of
non-traditional minority affairs.
Ladao also announced other dates
on the election calendar.
On March 6, there will he a revenue -sharing meeting, she said.
-This is tor e.rolips kk 110 55 hut to

least 90days in the year that ended last May can apply
The INS estimate, about 4 million people will apply
or legal status under the program
Representatives ol several immigrants’ rights
groups criticized the reported lees a, excessive, saying a
111 illegal aliens apprehended last year had
below -poseny lama% incomes
The INS has not decided whether to charge a second tee when immigrants apply for permanent residency,the second step toward citizenship under the legislatton. the Times said

If run-offs are needed. they will
beheld on April I and 2.
March II will he the deadline for
special ballot issues.
One person who may file tor such
an election could he SJSU student Paul
Morris. Ladas) said.
For the past year. Morris has been
attempting to get the A.S. to put a record store on campus.

Even though a immure of employers will he at the fair.
students
not see a joh they like. Zuniga said. A student
majoring ill English may see high-tech companies like Hew let Packard and think only engineers need apply, she said.
But. tiewlet Packard hires many writers.
"Students need to he assertive and bind out what each
company has av ailable.
Students do not have to dress professionally. or bring
ioh resumes, she said. "Employers know students are in
class throughout the day, and don’t expect them to change
clothes."
If students want to bring a resume. they may, she
added.
Employers who attended the 1986 Sui lllll er and Co-op
Job Fair filled 475 positions with SJSU students according
to -a follow up study by the center
Students should go early enough in the program to talk
to several employers. Zuniga said.
Although these are summer positions. full-time employment may result, she added.
There will he raffle drawings at 2:3(1 p.m at the job
lair. One of the prizes will he a weekend stay for two at the
Marion in Santa Clara. Students must he present to win

ADVERTISE
277-3171

Actor’s son
sentenced
to probation

offlOtvAlin

ANNAPOLIS (AP)
Ryan O’Neal’s son. Griffin,
was sentenced last week to 18
months’ probation because of an
accident that killed the son of director Francis Ford Coppola.
O’Neal also was tined
5200 plus ¶245 court costs.

V01,1F/1
3#t cititienniity
Meet Them
This Wednesday
Night
March 4 at 6 p.m.
Almaden Room
Student Union

Spartaguide
The Community Committee for
International Students is holding a
conversation in English groups for all
international students from 10 a.m. to
noon and from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. today
in the Administration Building. Room
222. Group Room I. Call Muriel Andrews at 279-4575 for information.

Call Prof. Peter Collins at 277-2571n
277-3631 for information.

Don Wilhelms, retired from the
IT S. Geological Survey, will he discussing "Geologic Basis lOr Selecting
the Apollo Landing Sites." at 12:30
p.m. today in Duncan Hall, Room
II. Call the Geology Department at
277-2385 for information.

John Rothman. a political and
foreign policy consultant specializing
in Middle East and Soviet affairs, will
he speaking at the Hillel Jewish Student Association’s "Lunch and
Learn" session at noon toniorniw in
the Hillel office of the Campus Ministry Building. Lunch will he served
for $2. Call Sandra Silver at 294-8311
for information.

The Foreign Language Department will he showing a series of foreign language films at 4 p.m. today.
The Russian film "The Insurance
Agent" will he shown in Sweeney
Hall. Room 315. while the French
film "Confidentially Yours" will he
shown in Sweeney Hall. Room 346.

ru

Phi Chi Theta Business Fraternity
will he holding its first general meeting of the semester at 6 p.m. today in
Business Classrooms, Room 103. Call
Lisa at 277-8670 for information.

The Career Planning and Placement Center will sponsor "Womyn in
Today’s Workforce," workshop, at
12:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Costanoan
Room in the Student Union.

Susie Speakman Sutch will be
speaking on "Burgundy and the Renaissance: The Reception and Transmission of Le Chevalier Delihere by
Olivier de la March at 3 p.m. tomorrow in Sweeney Hall, Room 348.
Dr K. Arya will he speaking at a
Physics Department lecture on "Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering from
Molecules Absorbed on a Rough
Metal Surface at 4 p.m. tomomnsi
in the Science Building. Room 258.
Call Dr. Carel Boekema at 277-92.88
for information.
The Human Resource Adtninis
nation Club will he holding a meeting
at 5:30 p.m. tomomns. in the Pacheco
Room. Call JoAnn at 867-0178 1M inlormation.
The Industrial Design Student
Association will he holding an Indus-

REFRESHMENTS SERVED

trial Design Student Show from 610 l()
p m tomorrow in the Art Building,
Room 109 Call Evelyn M. King at
277-8154 or Tom Shoda at 297-8939
1 or mlonnation.
The SJSU Tae Kwon Do club will
have a practice and a meeting from 7
to 8:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Spartan
Complex. Room 75. Call Mr. Choi at
258-98(8) for information.
Reed Magazine is still looking for
art and photography submhsions for
its 1987 issue. Call Peter at 298-0683
for information.

"My secret to
success???
Advertising in
the Spartan Daily.
277-3171."
4
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Great Resumes!
Great Prices!
Ng’ ""1
1"Si.’
Resumes
stored
on
Typeset1-2
disk Prices from 1.39 95 include quality
copies on specialty paper. cover letter
sheets and matching envelopes

A%*

Copy Ink
low willow St
San Jose. CA 95125

275-6933
20% DI
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HAVE YOU CONSIDERED A CAREER
IN LAW ENFORCEMENT?
Deputy Sheriff $27.000-$33.7(X) Annually
Contra Costa County Sheriff’s Department is a fast growing and
progressive agency that can offer you a diverse and challenging
career. Why not stop by our booth at the SJSII Job Fair. March 4, and
let us answer your questions, or phone:

Deputies Cunningham or Amin at (415) 372-2400
I

1,I

SUMMER CAMP JOBS

Santa Clara County have
positions available for summer jobs in Santa
Cruz mountains camps.
Girl Scouts of

Stop by our booth during Job Fair ’87!
10131 GIRL SCOUTS

"

Job Fair
March 4, 1987
10am-3pm
Student Union Ballroom
Coonliniile(i by
2iirecr I in1ningand 1 icctiwiii
Call 277-2272 tor Mc )r(’
itilornliiii( )ii
Jafro Gametic/

SUMMER JOBS NATIONWIDE!
Eye Spy Photo, America’s #1 photo
concessionaire, is hiring for staff positions
throughout the U.S. Positions open at Great
America, Six Flags, Opryland, Cedar Point, and
more! Housing available. Great pay plus season
bonus!
STOP BY OUR BOOTH AT THE JOB FAIR
AND CHECK US OUT!
call our national recruiting
aOr
1,
office at (419) 627-2028.

.ZU 4a7217,1111,27-i)

Roadway Express Inc. is pleased to announce our
participation in Job Fair ’87. Please plan some time to
stop by our booth to discuss the challenging career
opportunities available with Roadway, one of the
nations top motor carriers. Roadway Express is an
affirmative action/equal opportunity employer. Female
applicants and/or minorities are encouraged to apph .

1.1. ( ) k kl’ 444
Join one of the leaders in the expanding industry of life
onsurance. Become a Mass Mutual agent.
Enjoy high earnings while you develop innovative,
personal financial plans for the individuals who rely on
Mass Mutual to help provide their security and protect
their success.
If you qualify, you’ll receive paid comprehensive training
and our market development plan to help you successfully
identify and reach our new customers.
So if you enjoy being your own boss, helping other
people, and want to be part of the exclusive team of Mass
Mutual representatives, call us.
At Mass Mutual, we insure more than lives.

We
insure
succe
I he SanJose

Aqt ,m(
Come wait our tax if
at Job Fair
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18,1eNIff
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Summer Inn at III (IlilsI’

’EMPLOYMENT!!!
Many Part-Time/Full-Time Jobs Available!
General Office
Accountants
Receptionist
Administrators
Secretaries
Bookkeepers
Typists
Data Entry
Word Processors
Executive Secretaries
Lgt. Industrial
File Clerks

M11111111111M
CONTRACT PERSONNEL SERVICES

(408) 377-9901
..401500 E. Hamilton Ave., Suite 117, Campbell, CA 950C&I

Red Lion Inn
We are a growing luxury hotel
company, an innovator and leader in
the hospitality industry, dedicated
to providing the very best service to
our guests.
We are looking for talented career
oriented individuals prepared to
make a commitment to our guests
and are ready to pursue a rewarding
and exciting career with the Red
Lion Inns.

CAMP
\ CANADENSIS
Come and talk to
us at the Job Fair’

MOST JOBS ARE
MEANINGLESS

NOT THIS ONE
If you care about a clean
environment, and social and
economic justice, Campaign
California is hiring articulate
individuals who want to put
their values to work for
social change and a
paycheck.

Internships, Full and Part Time with career
opportunities available

UNLIKE ANY OTHER JOB

*
*

*
*

*
*
*

OPPORTIIIRT

Mow
* * * * * * *** * ****

WHITE -WATER RAFTING
GUIDES NEEDED!
All Outdoors Adventure Trips need
white -water rafting guides for the
1987 Summer season. You can qualify
if you...
’
like the outdoors
feel comfortable in the water
- are people-oriented
c
- want to have a fabulous summer job!
Guide training provided for those without rafting
experience. A great leadership opportunity.
STOP BY THE JOB FAIR FOR MORE INFORMATION!
Or CALL (415) 932-8993

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
AVAILABLE
and

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
OUTLINED

Visit our booth at the Job Fair!

CAMPAIGN
tALIFORN
,.

Paint Anerica Corp.
offers competitive
wages, bonuses, and
scholarship programs for
work on residential
painting crews this
summer. Applications
are now being accepted
for outlet managers,
foremen/painters, and
painters. Come see us at
the Job Fair or call:
(415) 355-6194 or toll
free 1-800-423-0471
ext. 541. Ask for Pete.

flic

bra:1111111 i’4 wan,

.soine

Call 286-6113 or visit us at the Job Fair
March 4, in the Student Union Ballroom

March 4, 1987

mannua

Look For Us At *
The Job Fair *

11,14/11 lie teaching while living

MMI

OPPORTUNITIES

* * * * * * * ** * * * * *

EAST COAST
JOBS

U.S.MAIL
THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
WILL BE OUTLINING JOB REQUIREMENTS
FOR CAREER JOB OPPORTUNITIES AND
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS ON CAMPUS
FOR TEMPORARY POSITIONS FOR

CLERKS
$5.04) per hour.

Must be able to lift up to 70
lbs. and able to work any one of 3 shifts
including Sat., Sun., & Holidays.
(Minimum 4 hours per shift

WED., MARCH 4, 1987
For more information, contact Career
Planning and Placement or call

291-7896

Sports
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Spartans lose to
Hayward netters
Doubles victories lift Pioneers
II) %bilis I C0 Ur

Daily stall winter
Malcolm Allen, SJStrs No .1
seeded tennis player. has a new ant nude when he play
"I go in for the kill Rom the first
point of the match to the last point.’’
Allen said. "I have to he mentally
tough. or I will get in trouble early in a
match."
Allen look his new attitude into
Friday’s match against visiting Cal
Slate-Hayward. and It worked.
His crossing shots, passing shots

Tennis
and serves all worked well and he won
his match over Mauricio Achando 6-2,
6-2.
His vietor wasn’t enough, however, to lead the SJSE men’s tennis
team 14-2) to its I dill siraight win, as
the Pioneers y on In 01 three doubles
matches to grab a 5-4 decision.
Allen y as in complete control of
his match right from the start, as he
used an array sil series to win ihe first
game. Al one point, he would use a
hard serve to get an ace. Then, he’d
put a little spin on the hall. lie compared his change of serve to a baseball
pitcher.
"ir a pitcher continues iii throw
one type of pitch, he will he hit hard. Allen said. "If I keep using the same
serve, my opponent will he able to
time it and return it well.-

SJSU men’s tennis coach John
Hubbell was pleased with the solid
play id Allen.
"He started out yell. and didn’t
let up.- Hubbell said "lie was aggressite. and stayed under control the
entire match.’
While Allen eased to his victory,
No 2 seed Tom Sheehan struggled he fore getting a 7-6, 6-4 win over Kim
Soh!.
Sheehan was trailing in the first
set 4-3 when he inside a change, but
not in his game.
Sheehan changed the insole of his
right shoe because the old one was
worn out. causing him some discomtort
’I couldn’t concentrate on my
game at that point,- Sheehan said
"Once I changed the sole. I was able
to concentrale.
He trailed 5-3 in the first set. hut
battled from four set points down to
lead 6-5. Sohl lied the game at 6-6, but
Sheehan won the tie breaker.
Filth -seeded Kist Moilanen got
the third single’s win iv it Ii a 4-6, 6-1.
7-5 victors titer Tian liogar
Moilanen twice seri. ed I or the
win in the third set, hut couldnI elatm
the victors Rogar battled hack to even
S. hut Moilanen broke Bothe set
gars Set Sc in the 11th game and put
him aaa in the 12th to gel the win.
Third seeded Paul Carhone fell to
Manoj Kashyap 2-6. 5-7. Fourth’
seeded Gary Peralta lost to Tom Edwards 2-6, 0-6 and No.6 seed Mike

Joe Gosen

Daily stall

Scadden was defeated by Ed Clark Canada College in non-league
action.
1-6. OA
’We played well (Thursday ).In doubles play. Sheehan and Hubbell said. "We
are starting to gel
Carbone stayed undefeated heating more
conlident as the season proSohl and Kashy up 7-6. 6-3. Allen and gresses
Moi lane n lost a close match to
Allen knocked off Pat Maley in
&bond() and Bill Peters 5-7. 4-6 and straght sets 6-0.
6-4. with Nit. 2 seed
Peralta and Edwards dropped their Sheehan
heating Rod Saludo 6-0 6-’
match I -fi, ft-7.
Instead of staying on the base
The team at its fourth straight line. Sheehan took a fey risks in going
match Thursday vs jilt an 8- I win over Ii, the net a little more It paid
till as
his volley game worked well.
"It’s all right to be aggressive,
hut just as long as it’s under control,’’
Sheehan said.
Carbone hree/ed by Tim Stucki
6-4, (i-2. His lorehand passing shot
worketl well tor him. Peralta, who has
been in some til the longer matches
this season in singles, quickly disposes! ol Jell 1311leter 6-1), 6-0.
Moilanen W011 10 similar fashion.
a 6-1, 6-0 verdict over Jim White.
Scadden lost his match to Gunnar Salingre 4-6, 64), 3-6.
The No. I doubles team of Sheehan and Carbone got the afternoon till.
so Hubbell made a tea- changes in the
lineup. Allen and Moilanen played the
top doubles game, and won 6-1, 5-7.

6-4 over Maley and Saludo.
’We had trouble returning Ma
ley’s serves in the second set,- Moilanen said. "That, as a result. caused us
to have problems with returning Sulu till’s serve...

We are starting to get
more confident as the
season progresses.’
John Hubbell,
5,151’ men’s tennis coach

The Spartan its tistime were able
to pttll thentsels es higelher in the third
set 10 grab the t ictory
"II Wasil .1 one ol the prettier
ins, but yeIl take it." Moilanen
said.
Hublx.11 said Allen and Moilanen’s match vs,. their toughest match

of the season.
"I .111 pleased aith hovi, they per titmice! efhursday i . Ilit hbe I I said
Peralia teames1 up nilIt Paul Liscardo iii win the Ni 2 di uhles inak-h
1-6. 6-4. 6-2 utter Stuck§ atiil Billeter
Scadden and Sy ed Mahmood,
play mg his first doubles match til the
season, struggled to a 2-6. 6.4, 6-4
win.
The team vs ill spend the first part
of this week in Southern California lot
three matches. Todat . the team is
scheduled to play at Fullerton State in
PCAA match and Tuesday they hate
a non-league match at UCLA They
cli we out the road trip Wednesday ai
(IC -Santa Barham in another PCAA
match Ifuhhell expects all three road
matches lithe tough.
’Santa Barham is very- gosxl.
mainly because [hey has e cv erybody
returning.- Hubbell said "I ’CIA has
Ill players who can play any where in
the lineup.
Friday. SJSU is at Stanford for a
sec ond match against the Cardinal.
When the ivs 0 teams net Iasi month.
the Cardinal tisst the met
8-1 rout.

Spartan Food Service
Gives You The Choice

r SPARTAN PUB

Offering our half sandwich
special again!

HALF SANDWICH

MINI-PIZZA
choice of 2 items

$3.00

(no rolls for this deal!)

Bret J Polverosa Daily
The Spartans’ No.1 seed Malcolm Allen smashes a
forehand shot in 5.1151’s victory over Foothill (’out-

Sports Shorts
Women’s Tennis
The SJSU women’s tennis team
(3-2) was blanked 9-0 by Pacific
Thursday afternoon in a PCAA match
at Stockton.
Editor’s nine Siitiodus the Spurnou
San Diego in
hosted the t’etreersit
South Camino See Isiemloy’A Dail
for

Spartan Week
BASEBALL: Sacramento St.
Municipal Stadium, Tuesday, 2:30
p.m.; Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, Friday, 2:30 p.m., Saturday, noon, (OH)
MEN’S TENNIS: Fullerton St .
Fullerton, today. 2 p.m.: UCLA. Los
Angeles, Tuesday. 1:30 p.m.; UCSB.
Santa Barbara, Wednesday, 2 p.m .
Stanford. Palo Alto, Friday, 130 p.m
WOMEN’S TENNIS: Fresno St .
Fresno, Wednesday. 2 p m.; Oklahoma, South Campus, Friday, 2 p.m.
SOFTBALL: Santa Clara, PAl
Field, Tuesday, 6 p.m. (DH); USF.
San Francisco, Thursday, 1:30 p.m
(DH); Cal Poly Pomona, PAL Field.
Saturday, 1 p m. (OH).
WRESTLING: Pac-10 Championships, Corvallis, Ore, Saturday
and Sunday
MEN’S GYMNASTICS: Stan,
ford, Spartan Gym, Friday. 7:30 p m
TRACK AND FIELD: Fresno
State, Fresno, Saturday, 11 a,m
MEN’S BASKETBALL: PCAA
Tournament. Inglewood. Thursday
through Saturday

staff photographer

SOUP or SALAD
12 oz. Coke
$3.25

munity College Wednesday . The Spartans had viral
four straight matches prior to Friday ’s loss.

College students can’t afford to go out very often.
Seventy percent of San Jose State students and
faculty go out for entertainment at least once a
week.
For more information on making your advertising hit the target
please call 277-3171.

AGAINST WOMEN

L.A.W
PERFORMANCE

WOMVINI’S WEEK PROTEST

A group of girls from ladies Against AA omen, it .5.5%.1 will assemble at noon,
Monday, %larch 2nd. at the SJSI Student I nion I oma l’rieta am. in an effort to
disenurage Viomyn’s Vteek, a despicable week of shameless feminist programs.
I . 5.5%. is concerned about the abundance of girls at San Jose State who seem to
hate other interests besides catching a husband. I ho will instruct those poor girls
afflicted with leg hair and facial nudity, who near blue jeans and flat shoes, and don’t
hate proper color coordination.
In addition to discouraging the SJSI. Health Sertrces from selling contraceptit
"Sperms and eggs are people too, yet billions are murdered daily - "i 1..1.51. will
request the immediate termination of tail Fullerton as Cnitersits President. "5%,’ think
she was applying for the job of secretary to the President and someone made a
mistake. -1
Decent members of the prey are muted: he punctual and wear uncomfortable
clothing, please.

REDEEMABLE WITH COUPON
GOOD THRU MARCH 6, 1987

FOODlaZ113

Myth:
Fact:

LADI ES

ALSO
"Pack it home by the 1/2 lb"
quality meats & cheeses for
you to take home
Buy a LittleBuy a Lot
AND DON’T FORGET
WE’RE OPEN SATURDAYS
10-2
MAIN FLOOR, STUDENT UNION
BUILDING

IONE- .
Now Offering
A wide selction is
available to satisfy any
"sweet tooth"

BREAKFAST
CROISSANT
Egg, Fresh Croissant,
Ham & Cheese & Coffee

$2.25
Served 9-11 am
REDEEMABLE WITH COUPON
GOOD THRU MARCH 6, 1987

C- THEIpOST;01,
3
PIECE BOX
$2.70

Back by popular request
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lay, March 2
$,ISU Student I /
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SJS1 tennis player Tom Sheehan makes a successful backhand shot in the Spartans’ 5-4 loss to Cal -State Hayward Friday at South Campus.
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Modern psychic expands awareness
Readings aren’t just magic anymore
l:uadan
/clitirah
Daily stair writer
Incense blankets the candlelit mom as meditative
mush lures the pilgrim seeking knowledge Drawings of
tarot cards. magical figurines and bottles ol herbs line the
ualls
is a world ol unearthly moods and images.
Alma people think ol scene, like this when they think
ot psychics or mystical teachers I Ake my other ancient sys
tem of knowledge, the held ol psychis awareness is learning to change its image in order to aid believers in the modern uurrld
Carol Willis. an SJSU alumna, is one of these modern
psychics She works as a professional psychic consultant
and astrologer in the Bay Area. With a master’s degree in
philosophy. and several years of leaching experience. she
defies the stereotype ot the psychic turned con artist.
"I am concerned only with penetrating it) the truth ol
any situation .
my focus is primarily practical. psychological and spintual. she said.
The reason she can give advice and see things is he cause she has developed her clairvoyance i sight) like an.)
other ability . Willis said that while her approach is one of
common sense, society does not encourage conscious
awareness and many view her advice as magic.
A consultation is inter:tense which means that a client
asks questions about events or people in his life. Addressing
ionselinIS-Inind concerns leads to other areas of concern the
person may not be aware of The session is taped because
client usually remembers only 10 percent ot the consultation
and later rev ley.), ill the session are bend icial.
Willis has recently been interested in working Ss ith
younger people because she believes students are lmiking
loi direction
A lot of students pick careers or majors because they
has e tear 01 not stirs tying it they don’t lit someone else’s
role she said. But the search or one’s own know ledge and
goodness can make a student’s Ille More Creal I se
She said her technique goes people a persoet toe I rum
an lific,m%entional source and equals it to an+ world religion.
When sonic) clients see tutu fast their lives nose, they
value u hat they’ve lem tied at a consultation. Willis said.
For other people, n’s easier to have a religious figure tell
them u hat to ill,
"Et. erone is immix hut according to om oun interests we may or may not develop it." she said
She believes in another 100 years society will become
more consciously intuitive and that universal spit nuality
will he openly accepted
One of her most imponam points is the necessity of
nemorking in business Right now groups such as ser% lee
clubs, church organi/ations and the local chamber of commerce are developing power and recognition or small buid-

A person’s career choice should he oriented to the indi
% ’dual and who he is at very deep levels. A return to grass
roots organisations will enable a person to work in a held he
enmys and have financial security . she stressed.
Willis keeps herself busy by studying new methods ril
psychic awareness and psychology . She describes herself as
a mad scientist because she wants to he the most accurate
and the quickest source of information for people so she
constantly esperiments with new teaching tools.
"I’m probably the %alley
walking encyclopedia
ablnii this subject." she said.
She has studied philosophy, classical mysticism. East
ern thought, comparmise religions and theories of know!

’I personally want nothing to do
with the so-called ’channeling of
Familiar spirits and do not
encounter these problems . . . I do
not practice sorcery, witchcraft or
magic.’
Carol Willis,
psychic consultant
edge and values.
I hie tear which may keep many people :m a+ twin ps+
chic. is that the Bible say sorcery . magic and wuchcralt .ire
sk lone Willis said she believes people should stay :may
rimi demons Itallen angels) and possession.
"I personally want nothing to do vs ith the Sit called
’channeling’ in familial spirits and thu not encounter these
problems
I do it it prdelice sorcery . vs thlkrall
magic... Willis affirmed
She believes most people tear encountering vino he
cause ril ignorance and a conditioned respiinse to authority
figures who accuse psychic ins :Irene, and sorcery ot being
one in the saute
She does not foster dependency because her goal is to
help people become stronger. If anyone with serious psy
etiological problems comes to her for help, she i ittuiiedu,utely
refers him to a therapist.
y to popular belief, she does not diagnose medical Problems or treat health conditions Instead she deals
%k ith the stress vi hich bnngs on health problems and teaches
methods if spiritual healing to combat extreme health problems.
Ironically . some stresses. such as the pressiire of impel, or es.uu,-- are ileCessdr) and desirable lor gro%%111

Robert Airoldi - Daily staff photographer
Carol Vu illis a modern psychic consultant and
SAM all
a. displays her tarot cards. Fr

these, she derives information about the circumstances surr ttttt Kling a client’s present and future.

oith. Mien .1 path is unsuitable tor a person’s :Lathe dial a
person truly milers. she said
The potential for heay en on earth is linty limitless but
there aren’t enough role models in soCiely lot that potential
to he reali/ed. she said. The el Ion to teach people is a step
towards creating a better unit erse.
Willis encourages people to act un their :ittraction iii
psy chics and conscious awareness hi:cause ii nwans people
need is esperience a journey or path ol learning
"It you can’t give yourself %%hat you really %s ant such
as greater know ledge. then you have poor sell esteem.- she
said. "A reading is one ol the Ives’ investments in your
self."

An area vs Inch Willis does address in her readings is
tummy. but not in the v,:i) most people think of the future Some psychics are noted fur presenting the future as
something uhich is pre -determined and uncontrollable.
"Our future us intimately linked to our present and
past II yye know limy the its ’sable present dynamics are opcrating,e can obserye high probabilities into the future. If
we don’t like %hill %Se see, we can intervene with a fullness
in consciousness and Inv it," Willis said.
Willis teaches at the Institute for Transpersonal Psychology and ollers classes through Seeker’s Quest, a center
%% Inch ii, vs ides leeltires and readings by people who work
in thevs--j i psy,I,, tkareneNti.

Sports agent gives aid to professional athletes
By David Barry
Daily staff writer
The agent has become the most
maligned figure in sports.
They are seen as shadowy-. quick talking I ’glees vs his prey on young
sports heroes
tigures who have he
come rich by sacrificing the reputations ut hen diems and of themselves
twines u ho
turned the world
of home runs. slam dunks. and touchdowns Imo an arena cluttered with
holdouts. holm. e Wises. and free
agents.
The v are ids., the Most TIONerful
people in sports
And in the coming \seeks, al least
lour SIM football players. John At mown’. Iv C Clark . 1).0 ti Diat-Inlame ,nil run ieisk.d. vs ill become
the sithie, II hen attention As potential shall chimes of the National Football League. these Spartan athletes
will he phoned, written and dined by a
number of them
But only Stepkal will have the
opportunity mu’ he represented by Leigh
Steinberg. one ol the few good guys in
that evil prolession
Steinberg. a graduate of the University of ( ’alilornia at Berkeley and of
Muth
Hall I.au school. is as conthe
cerned about hou much his clients receive as he is concerned about what
they give hack
Ile is a muht-millionaire
the
man who has negotiated the largest
rookie contract in NFL history
the
man vs ho has negotiated the largest
sports contract ever
the man who
has his , hems donate portions of their
t
s
contra, hi chanty

Steve l’oting, a quarterback unit
the Tampa Bay- Buccaneers and the
player who signed an incredible $40
million contract, gives money to his
alma miner, Brigham Young University . for missionary. uork
Rolf Bentrschke. a kicker u ith
the San Diego Chargers, donates
money fur each successful kick to the
San Diego ZOO tor Vtork vs ith endangered species
But the list doe, not stop there.
Ile represents over 1110 people, in the
professions of nev, wasting. lOothall
and baseball. His talents are Constant’s
wanted.
For the upcoming NI’l than_ he
has already receiyed 40 to 4S requests
of which he will chow.. sly Or
seven.
But those six or seyen %%ill he special They %%ill base to be k%illing to
give of f the image of vs hat a proles a
sunlit! athlete is suppose to he
hero.
"The sports pages are so tilletl
with stories ol athletes doing cocaine
and other scandals.- Steinberg said.
"1 want my athlete to realm: how
much power he has and millet. it.Steinberg wants prolessional ath.
[elks to return to those day s gone by
u hen sports was fun
not a business When he first entered the I ield in
105, he said he um, still under the impression that the game vs us fils1 a
game. But on an airport landing strip
in Atlanta. Ga., the Los Angeles name realised that it was much more.
"Steve Bankouski had been in
the dorm I worked in at Cal." Steinberg said "And %%hen he got drafted

I.eigh Steinberg
. ..yortv /recut
he asked me to he his agent. I had
never practiced law and here I Skiis negotiating the contract Mr the numher
tine choice in the country .
"Well anyway, we get to Atlanta, and here our all these news reporters and I hear on the tele% ison set
them say ing: ’We interrupt the Tonight
Shou to tell you that Steve liartkim ski
and his agent have landed. At that
point. I kneu sports was a business
"rhe av’erage career span tor an
NEI. player us 3 h years, Steinberg
said. EY sty time that player steps out
onto the held. his career could end
with an injury
"In addition, the players are
dratted. You don’t hear about people
going into other professions u-ho are

Hong Kong jaunt provides
bargains for eager shoppers
Its I lisha

nom
mice,. Giordano said I lie v
illCti,tomed to bartering. hut soon everyone Ical its to ask tor a cheaper deal
the tiaciant hitilvir. }long Kong historiOn the first day of the trip, the group is scheduled to
cally has been a world trading center. And for seven go to the Jade Market. Every morning from In a.m to
days. the Ihmg Kong buying and selling tradition Is open noon the sidewalks sire lined with merchants ready is
to those who sign up for the university ’s travel tour
hailer low-priced jade. and carved pendants. C’tintiila
SJSI’ International Travel SIMI), ’s offers a chance said
The Jade Market looks lust like a flea market. Giorfor any serious shopper to y isit !long Kong from
dano bought her rose qUart/ there, which would have
Noy 23 to Dec I
"Everything kr sale in the world is in Hong cost $45 at Macy ’s, hut she paid $7.
"Everyone takes two extra pieces of luggage with
Kong.- said Jan Giordano, SJSU alumna. Giordano
went on the Hong Kong bargain shopping trip last No- them when they leave hung Kong." she said.
vember to do her Christmas shopping.
During the trip. donl make quick buying decisions.
Hong Kong is a British crown colony bordering Giordano said
so
port,
coast.
It Is a duty-free
China on its southeast
’There are thousands or stores, so write down
goods from Europe and the East can he bought at very prices, and find the place with the hest deal.’’
low prices. Giordano said
Sothellilles the early rising shopper can make .1
The travel group will explore the many shopping good buy The Chinese are a superstitious people, aud
districts, known for their fine clothing, jewelry and low the first customer of the day is given a deal, she said
prices. said Sharon t’ancilla, director of the Travel Study
The Hong Kong trip Costs SI 195. departing from
program
San Francisco. and $1444 from Neu York Costs inThe trip includes guided tours, as well as time to clude a round-trip air fare, accomodations. transfers and
shop, she said.
service charges. daily breakfast, some other meals, and
SJSU decided to start the tour because of the noto- sight-seeing tours.
riety of Hong Kong. and community and alumni interest.
Any adult can apply for the tour Registration deadCancilla said.
line is April 30. 1987 Call Judy Rickard at 277-378 I for
Americans may feel they shouldn’t bargain for further information.

fr

dratted Xiso. once itie, ate Mailed.
they ilS11.111,S MS’ snit k in that ,
. say
Bun silt. unless the) are traded...
Ile also betimes that the athletes
should have the opportunity 10 make
money
"No one complains wi hen \fit hael Jackson makes millions of dollars to go on a national tour or when
Sylvester Stallone makes seven million ler a movie. Athletes can onl+
play for a short period ril time.- Steinberg said.
But Steinberg also realises that
these contracts incite the lans As a re
stilt, he has trued to an..1 outlets to
lox\ sr their ticket prices ,is a Irade II
for liMerIng the di:Minds of his c Ii
ems. But in many cases has tailed.
"A baseball oss 110 once es
plamed it to me," he said "It is all
supply and demand Re!.iistIcss tti s,11
:tries, they- will continue to increase the
price of tickets until the fans quit hity
mg them "
St) in addition to prov hung good
relations between the players and the
fans, he has his clients put forth their
donation.
He wants them to remember how
fortunate they are to he pant he pl.,’
ing these games.
’They arc role models, ’
berg said. ’They have to he ;this trace their rooms.’’
Steinberg. himself . know that hi
is ltucks
First from the perspective ol
business Ile is the number one rep
resentative in a tield that features I
IN N1 possible agents lie some .1110
lessional toothall players

In additron. his 111111. NA II1Ch
himsell plus two other sports
law yers receive, thousands of resumes
yearly Iron) young lawyers hoping to
enter the business
But he has reached this pinnacle
hy building relationships w ith his clients.
"I keep in contact with all my clients I want hi Is1111ts vs hat is going on
1.s lilt 111e111.
I gun married. I liad
Ste%
ski OS ummy heSt Man

Yet most in all he realises how
lucky he is to he where he is.
"I often think, I could have been
horn in Ethopia and he struggling to
live or I could have been named Steinberg in Nazi Germany during World
War Il."
Hardly sounds like the type of
man who could survive in the wars
over money and players.
But he has done very well. Thank
you.
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MIDDLE EAST UPDATE
COME HEAR

JOHN ROTHMAN

Political and Foreign Policy Consultant
Specializing in Middle East and
Soviet Affairs

TUESDAY, MARCH 3
NOON LUNCHEON $2.00
Campus Ministry
Hillei Office
300 So. 10th St.
Across from Kin kos
For Info. Call 294-8311
SPONSORED BY THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
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Campus

. . . in 1935

The Washington Square Federal Credit Union is still
waiting to open on campus

Glenn S ’Pop" Warner. the old los ol the gridiron
and nein:nor of the famous double wing lootball system
hearing his name, yesterday spiked all rumors concerning
the whereabouts of his coaching activities next tall by taking up the Spartan shield an San Jose State college
Warner. long considered by grid critic, a, the greatest strategist the game has ever known." was added to the
Spartan coaching stall in an ads isory iapasity and w ill
probably take over the reins from the ollensise standpoint

The credit union is awaiting lease appraisal lrout Bruce
Richardson. general counsel to SJS1*. and the signature ail
President Gail Fullerton.

.

A.S. President Torn Boothe seined a SI .3414 allocation
to the Turkish Folklore and Ensemble Club. The A.S. board
of directors had ;approved the allocation law club request
prior to the s eto
It an 5800 million bond act is appraised by California
voters. aging SJSU buildings will reconstructed lair earthquake safety.
Senate Bill 88 would provide money from state general
obligation bonds to reconstruct seismically unsafe state
buildings.
A four-day Science Update Conference at SJSt will
continue until Tuesday. Six hourly presentations are scheduled for each day.
The purpose of the conference is to pros ;de current information on science -related issues to the campus community. The conference is sponsored by the School of Natural
Sciences.
Womyn’s Week begins today and runs through Friday.
Womyn’s Week is a celebration of the contributions in
women throughout history. A night march. comedy skits.
and health and career workshops will highlight the celebration

. . . in 1953
At today’s sophomore council meeting, activities Ian
promoting the college Sophomore Doll candidate. (kin
?xis. will be discussed.
Items to be taken up today include the Soph Doll sun
due, on sale in the Coop bid sales for the Intercollegiate
Sophomore Hop and preparations tor the final contest at San
Francisco. Mar. 7
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SAN FRANCISCO (API - In
the city where Sam Spade tracked
down his partner’s beautiful killer
lives another kind of detective, one
trying to wipe the tarnish front the
image of the private eye
People should know . say, Samuel
Webster, that modern detectives are
"guys in three-piece suits and their
briefcases and their dictating machines.
"There’s been a tremendous
change as far as the upgrading of the
quality of the individual who is in the
investigation industry. as far as his educational background, his training and
his ethics," said Webster. "Man) of
them would not in any way, shape or
form lit the old Sam Spade -Mike
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. . . in 1977
The Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors agreed
Monday to help fund a 5100.000 countywide carpooling
program.
The county Transportation Agency will pay 40 percent
ot the operational costs of the program, aimed at eventually
ins ails ing 175.000 county commuters.
The California Department of Transportation ((’al mat.) will pay fear the other 60 percent of the program’s
costs.
The program wilt use a computer to match persons
vs ho live W1111111 a mile (it one another and who work or go io
W1111111
area, County Transportation Publis
Allan.. 011 icar Walter iedy min said.

Detective refutes old gumshoe image
raper

7

I

Campus

Hammer stereo)ype...
Webster. 41). looks more like the
corporate personnel director he once
was than the hard-core private eye of
I iction and I dm lie has a degree in
psychology . aance worked as a sheriff’s
deputy in his 11,111 \ e Ohio and sits on
the hoards ol seseral civic groups.
tie recently was elected the first
black president (il the World Association of Detectis es. a group with about
700 members in 40 countries. A former president of a California detectives orgamtation. he long has been
concerned about the image of the private insestigaior
In his carefully chosen words. the
Work sounds more like research than
adventure. like digging through dawn-

Good Clean Fun

Gene Mahoney
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mem)) rather than skulking through
dark alleys.
Let’s have it. Sam. Tell us about
cold coffee during long nights of stir
seillance, gunshots and gumshoes.
winsome women and sinister villains
Well, there was the time he delis ered a subpoena to Fortner U.S. Attorney General John Mitchell. and he did
work on the fringes of court cases involving automaker John DeLorean and
radical Angela Davis. hut he can’t discuss details.

fir

Home On The Range

1

Bill Lukas

No, no, we want gun battles
Blood-and -guts stuff.
’I’ve come very close to being
injured, hut I’ve never been shot or
cut.’’ he said.
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TREATMENT

PRO-

GRAM Enhance personal 8 pro.
tensional growth as Volunteer intern in world renowned local
program
Counseling. suppon

/e been
ling to
I SteinWorld

services. admin data processing,
public awareness. fundrelsing.
efc 191. & mono-lingual, all majors, grad A undergrad Experience from clerical to post-gr..
Intro-to-extrovert WE NEED YOU

ype of
e wars
Thank

ABUSF

Near campus IC E F PO Boa
952, S J 95108. call 280-5055
STUDENT

DENTAt OPTICAL

PLAN
Enroll now’ Save your teeth, eyes
and money too For Information
and brochure see A S Office or
call (4041) 371-6811

VA ORIENTATION MEETINGS March
2-5, 7PM, by Community Rrn Applicants must attend

AUTOMOTIVE
IS IT TRUE you can buy &ape for 544
through the US govt, Get the
lints today’ Call 1-312-742-1142,

’64 MAZDA 12000 W Shell. low mlies.
well maintained, custom side mirrors, bumper, dented tailgate As
Is firm 9,4000. 729-7606
’65 F100 .4. new clutch, good condi
lion, $1500 Call 739-8325, Sunnyvale near Valico Mali

COMPUTERS
SELL

IBM

computer XT complete system for
$570 AT complete system tor
51195 PC-COM computer A sc.
...odes 404 S 3rd St . corner ot
San Salvado,. 2954606 We ac

COMPATIBLE

cep’ Visa or MC
KTs $995 CL ONE 20MB. 6406. 4 7.
&AZ graph, monitor floppy ATs
51995 40MR. 1024k 14151 7836128

FOR SALE
ATTENTION ART I OVERS, Regal
prints CN7.8.9 8 limited edition
book w print Call David 492.5825
FUTONS" GRAND OPENING SALE at
our new location Save 10% on en
futons up to 25% on all frames
through Feb 28th Customs Fu.
tons & Pillows Plus. 900 5 Winchester Blvd (between Moorpark
? WIlliems) San Jose 796-6161
NOT A DREAM’ THE book ’How to
alert & operate your own prorna.
Ole business at home would
change your. way of Me For free
Into sand self addressed envetope to Western Publishing Co.
P0 Boa 390100. Mtn
94039

View Ca

{MU IS HAVING. SALE of SURPLUS
EQUIPMENT Video & cement re
seeders, projectors A tYPew TM",
by .aied bid only For into call
Property Clillee at 277,1969
OWN A NEW GRAND
DELTA 10-speed for lass than
1169 MHC Bicycle Sales otters
kno-c.t transportation needs for

YOU

CAN

the student All sales flnal 30 day
guarantee Days 942-7736. Eves
293-4790 ask for Joe
CO

I eke
ACRES IN MOUNTAINS
Shasta urea. 2 Creeks, swimming
hole. private locked lacc.s rend
Blues deny 1,40.000 19t61221 -480-

HELP WANTED
AIRLINES

DRIVER DELIVERY FOR XXX adult
Impartoe lit.) classtfleds) PT
FT 57.25 hr
mileage 725-6732
DRIVERS POSITIONS" Part time-Avis
Rent A Car Is now seceding ap
plicetions at its San Jose Airport
location Please apply et 1455
N F Airport Blvd between Sam
and 4pm. Monday through Friday
EXHAUST

PROC

OPERATORS
NEEDED al VARIAN Full time,

weekend shill (Friday. Saturday.
Sunday. Monday) Requires US
technical orientacitizenship,
and good record keeping
skills Cell lie It 4,5) 491.1800.

CRUISEliNFS

HIRING’

Good Pay
Summer
Career’
Trey& Call tor guide cassette

have van or other large vehicle, 8
inaurence Should enjoy working
w teenagers 5600 a wk A es
pen.s during reining IDEAL for
psych or business major For an
interview call (8001843-1168
s7-08 SPARTAN VILLAGE ADVISOR
positions Call 277.2530 to apply
$696 TO START" SANDWICH makers and maintenance positions
open between 88.2 30pfn. five
deys weekly no weekends Apply
at Sourdough Eatery 848 N First
SI . San Jose

HOUSING

tion

eat 445
FEDERAL. STATE

CIVIL SVC Lobs
Now hiring
S16,707459.148 yr
Ilne
1-518-459-3611
net
call job
E288 for listing 2461

JOBS’ JOBS’ JOBS’ Ideal for Mu,
dents Join our rnrkeling stall
Take new end renewal magazine
orders by phone Mon -Weds 8
Sot A Sun Outstanding earning
potential Call 370-9090

e at 8115
79 CHEVY NOVA. ps-pb-ac. VS. 2dr.
new Ifs larks, en cond Must see
92500 ho Mike 991-4363 days

WE

newssenrice! (916) 944-4444 x20

MAKE GOOD MONEY 6 valuable con
rectIons with ALUMNI Work for
the SJSU annual fund Conve
Mont campus location. PT fie&
We. wk. 8 eve hrs $S hr guar
up to $20 bonus per 3 hr
anteed
session Call 277-9206
PART & FULL TIME RETAIL HEI P"
Notional firm preparing for Spring
I Summer work II accepted, you
will earn S11 75 slartIng, PT 120/
earn per an equal $235 FT (40)
earnings per on equal $470 No
Rip Is needed because ot our In
tension on the job treining pro.
gram Good math A reading skills
are a plus Some evening & weekpositions are &Killable
some flexibility is allowed during
final exams In addition, if you
end

corporate scholarships
are awarded, internships ere dos
you may earn 73.1 cred
bible.
its rib or semester During your
winter. spring & especially sum(wanly.

mer breaks. full time work is well
Call today tor into 8 an interview
or call Mon -Fri between 10am &
2pm 775.9885 If the line is busy,
pt.. be Wien! & try wain An
equal opportunity company
PART TIME JOBS" We marital auto
club memberships tor the menr
oil companies Part.tIme. easy
hours, weekly paychecks 97 to
515 hourly commission. complete
’reining provided Greet .peri
ence for your resume PC SMITH
CORP. 247.0570
heath*
SAL ES’ S6.510 hr
hours Great customer list Start
Thumb
Green
IMMEDIATE L Y

PHONE

awn Service 749-0556
PAPERS.
16.278
to
choose from -all subiecls Order
catalog today with VISA MC or
COD Toll tree hot line-800-351,

AFFORDABLE HOUSING’ Near San
Jose State for students Don’t
hassle parking, walk to school
free uffillies, monthly disc Fully
furnished. color TV VCR and
housekeeping service Shared or
single rooms available Office 71
N 5th Si . call 998-0234
EMAI F 10 Share 3bdrrn home av 2
others
nr
DeArna
College.
5365 mo I 3 all
dela 255.5546
AVAII API F NOW" LARGE 2 Bdrm, 2
Inn apt One bik from campus
Tithing reservatlons for next so
mester Call 267-531601 967-0642
REORM
AVAILABLE
5320 ;no 9100 cleaning deposit
Spacious house near campus
Call Tony George et 947.8052

ROOMATES WANTED 2 .nsmokers
to share quiet 4 in home in Camp
bell Full privIl, washer. dryer. etc
S325 mu Inci ullis 377 165A

PERSONALS
F XPI ORE YOUR POSITIVE FUTURE"
First-class metaphyshel counseling is enellent for finding Ille dl
reclion and purpose. vocational
guidance, deep sell -knowledge,
clarifying
life
transitions.
reletionship compatibility
and
prolound insights into Ille dynamics and your souls ’,Inn I have
Seen in private practice as a Pro
tessionai Psychic Consult.’ and
Astrologer since 1970 and use a
vast array of techniques in serv.
Ing you A single session does
the jobornesingly rapid. effective
and practical $75 hr. 545 30 min

tom

research

also

avellabloall

ienis
RESORT HOTELS, CRUISEI INFS, air
linesernusement parks. NOW accepting applications For informs write
lion &enapplIcatIOrr
Mahon.* Collegiate R.reellon
Service. P0 flow 9074, Hilton
Head. S C 79938
OFFICERS".
SECURITY
time pert lime. all shifts We
in person Mon
Apply
train
gerwapfe. 260 Mertelion Ave

Full
will
TN
San

Jo.. call 796.5860
SUPERVISOR MANAGER work in late
atternoons & early eves Must

float for 530 TRANdiscount
QUILITY PLACE. 445 WashIngl.
SI . Santa Clara. Ca (4011) 243.
7700
HAIR SHOW MODELS need. March
7.8.9th Cuts. colors. perms For
information call (415)887-2977
HIL LEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION" Shag.’ dinners. pant..
lectures. TuesSunday
day ’Lunch and Learn . Israeli

brunches,

holiday

celebrations
For information call Hiliel et 294.
6311

d.cing,

write

National Home Shoppers
B. 90359, San Jose, Ca 95109

258.2308
FLOTATION RH. XATION
Stressed
out,,, Come to the only Noon.
num In Northern California Imp 100 your.lt floating on a 30% saline solution Your body forget.

277-3171

Don’t Forget
To Advertise

EDITORIAL

SERVICES
RE -writing
Thesis development preparation
Stetistics All fields Ctalog Berkeley (415) 526-4957.641-5036

EE .1K a is that FL ECTRONIC DESIGN PROJECT due end you have
no resources for Ideas or what to
build, SHI Electronics 16 corn
milled to offer low cost consulting needs tor the student Call
days 942.7736. Eves
ask for Joe

293-4780

ELECTROLYSIS

CLINIC"
UNWANTED HAIR removed forever
Confidential
335 S
Baywood
Ave San Jose, call 247.7486 for

a research protect if you heve
h ad low back pain for more they
sly months 11 are 20-55 years old
the
college
al
cell
please
(408)244-8907 11401

Security Services. 770-3277. San
Jose All work guaranteed
PROFESSIONAl WEDDING PHOTOG
RAPHY bye SJSU grad Cherish
your priestess memories forever
Budget end deluxe packages
available Complimentary 8 a 10

morrow

appoint.

ACCURACY, ACHIEVEMENT.

SECRETARIAL-

RESUMES" Need
Cali SO S
Word Pro
ceasing Spell Check letter Dual.
ny Printers Resumes (10 copies
inci Cover letters
Envelop.
help,

Profes-

student

735-11845(SuelSunnyaale
TYPING"

stern:loud

TYPING 51 SO page. resume 55 A up,
minimum charge 55 Vie use iBM
compalible. Wordstar word procos.& and letter quelin printer
PC.COM. 404 5 3rd St corner of
San Salved, One block from
campus Cali 795 1606

PROCESSING

WORD EXPERTISE Word Processing
thesis dissertation manuscript
English French Spanish
(4081
371-8770
WORD PROCESSING’ Students. In.
structors, smell business Term

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING Term papers research papers.
theses IL dissertations (Campbell,

ChrysteI 923-6461

papa. thesis resumes, man.
uels. dissertations mass mailing.
Reasonable
Khali chock. etc
rates Call K & R Desktop Services at 774.7671 L ImIled pick up

Tumble, PA 3rd SI. screen
plays. resumes. 000116 tollow-up
letters. manuscripts (hooks erti
tree shod stodes). IrenscrIptIon
FREE WEI CHES. copy edit ill re
quastedl, proor. disc storage Stu,
dent incurty
turnaround
5825

BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL’ Two
ringer typing got you down, Then
call Gall at A WORD OR TWO for

Matounts
Santa

delivery
ZEE s

Gulch

cis..

RATES"

5633

Compbell), also resumes cover
NI Legible copy pleese Students
and *nutty welcome Willow Glen
area, easy to locate Call Mrs
Morton 2969448

lion typist
and micro.
cassette transcription Word pro-

REASONABLE

Santa Clete area Call Partial 246-

2669448 Former English made can
assist w grammar, ymibuiery.
sentence
structure
Tenn re
search papers (APA. Tumbled

Free spell check and disk storage
Expertenced thesis and publics-

choice of paper
Vet
ineepensi.

Photocopies
ExperlenCed

semester rush is on’)
EDITING WORD

Call 365-1012

TYPING
AAAA

pen theses end dissertations
Please call 554-8650
TERM PAPERS

sional
typist and skilled
word processor Depencleble and
fest’ Perfect finished documents
from laser printer (no typos,
whiteout, etc ) SI 50 per page
Call Sharon at 358-2717 (To my
repeat cilents, call to reserve time
for your protects before end-ol

pus Call PJ al 923-2309

RI OSSOM
9111 SANTA
TERESA
AREA net, accurate typtng and
word processing available seven
days w.k Academic business
and personal typing welcome

reasonably priced By
mint (408)259-5941

DAYSTAR

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING.923.
8461 20r% STUDENT DISCOUNT
All tormats (APA, MLA. Turablan.
MC land group protects welcome

bikini. tummy, moustache. elci
15 percent discount to students
and faculty Coll before June 1
1987 and get your first &apt ail I 2

PROFESSIONAI EDITING OF term ye

51 65 pogo typing & full proof
reeding
Campbell
area -local
pickup delivery 866-6960

term papers. Mesta group pro.
sects, resumes, manuscripts and
letters Only minutes from cam.

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK
KU7IR1AN Distinctive portrelture
with 5 sensitive touch A variety
of pacing** to choose from, as

Unwanted Heir Disappears
With My Care Gwen Chador.
OF
559.3500.1645 S Rano.,
Hair Today Gone To
Ave CC

SERVICE at 264-4504
FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING’
All types of papers. oil lengths
51 35 pine typing A spelling

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time Eaperlenced, profession& word propapers.
theses, recessing
sumes. office overflow, mailings.
newsletters Student Discounts
Guaranteed work Only 10 min.

cessing instruction ...le 9 to
Mon Fri
By
appointment
5

*de. SPE’. C HE K punctuation end
grammar Insistence
All work
guaranteed Professional quick 6
dependable service at AFTORDA
AL F RATES" Cell Parn et 747
2611, iSanta Clara) Further say
logs with referral dls000116’

den Branham area Free disk storage
PROF
STENO
TYPING

*need in resumes. letters. nes..
professional bock -up 6 group
projects No lob too small or too
huge Reasonable Call Berbe el
926-4370 TODAY.

when you mention this ad For
FREE
appointment cell
Paul
Smith Photography et 258.1329

price

theses group projects. resumes
APA a specialty Oulck return on
all papers All won guaranteed
Per page and hourly roles Alma-

PERFECTION.
LASER
PRINTER typeset quellty output
Word processing at its best Have
do. own masters thesis Expert.

BARE IT ALL’ Stop shaving, wmaing,
tweezing or using chemical depth
torIes III me permanently re.
move your unwented hair (chin

reports. resumes cover letters,
group projects manuals theses.
dissertations etc All academic
formats
APA Fr. disk 6101.

please leave rates..
CA11. LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Reports.

anteed Thanks

ACADEMIC
AND
PROFESSIONAL
*Ord processing PJ s Word Processing Service offers wanly.
guaranteed work Experienced in

academic, business. legal word
proceSSIng needs Term papers.

typing of recalls and
78741442 if no ens...,

theses

AAAH

stalled. master keying Cell 900
to 6 00 Mon thru Sat i Sun by
op& only) licen.d-bonded-mo.

FREE estimates EMER
GENCIES ANYTIME’ Call Ron
Hughes. Evergreen I ocksmtth

duality

Thanks
Tony 2962067
SI SO per page double spaced
Available seven days weekly
Quick turnaround All work guar
trust

ides from campus Words and
More (Pante.) 923-781 0

leculty

BACKACHE, PALMER COLLEGE OF
currently
CHIROPRACTIC -West
accepting patients tor FREE ex.
e minations 8, treatment, aspen of

ACCOUNTABILITY,
ACKNOWL
EDGEABLE in typing that’s tops

KEYS MADE. LOCKOUTS opened. re
keying, locks La deedbolts in.

bile 10% discount on labor with
this ad Special rates for senior
citizens. SJSU students start

SERVICES

TYPING AND SECRETARIAL

SERVICES

Fast. .cunte work
available seven days Week to ceded In Ihe Blossom Hill Santa
Tense area Call 365.1012

246

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY rot your

Print Your Ad Here
(Count approtornate(y 30 letters and spaces for each line)

Ad Rates

lectures workshops classes

lasting
man Want to establish
reletionshipi Plea. call Brian at

.
CNN sepianations r..nsble UNIS mottle.
Hale stettalks IBS Research
Assoc (415)349-4407

appointment
INSTANT CREDIT" NO credit check
No interest charges’ You are .1191
We’ Unlimited credit line with full
color catalog, VCR s ieweiry and
more FREE information please

Call
References. Carol Willis. M
14061 734-9110 for eppointment or
to be pieced on the mailing 1161 101

FFMALE COMPANION WANTED to
lice with sincere handicapped

Classified
DATA ANALYSIS

feeling you’ve been nicetioning
for * week In Maui Call now for Information or better still, as a first
time fl.ter, call for an appointwent and bring this ad for a 25%

MAST F R

RESEARCH

0222. in Calli (71314776276 or
rush 92 00 to Research Assis.
lance. 11322 Idaho Ave . 206.
SR. I os Angeles. Ca 90025 Cus-

the water
The muscles that
usually hold you against gravity
can now Let Go’ The experlence
is like floating in space Results,
Total muscular retention You
come away from the expernnce

Minimum three lines on one day
1

Two
One
Day
Days
3 Lines $355 $435
4 Lines $435 $515
5 Lines $515 $600
6 Lines $595 $680
Each Additional (Ye Add $

Three
Days
$4 75
$5 55
$635
$7 15
80

Four
Days
$500
$580
$660
57 40

Five
Days
$520
$600
$680
$760

Each
Extra
Day
90
$1 05
Si 20
$1 35

Semester Rates (Al) Issues)
10-14 ines $63 00
5-9 ines $46 CO
15 Plus Lines $80 00
Phone 277-3175
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Circle a Classification
Announcements
Automotive
Travel
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SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose. California 95192

I Ines

_Days

Classibed Desk Located Outside 0811208
flours 900 A M to 330 P M
Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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Week events scheduled
despite budget crunch
WOMMS t471.-K, from page I
ethnic affairs, sat on the finance committee last year. But he said he could
not comment until he had time to review the budget.
Gregg Rose. A.S. vice president
of finance, who was not on the finance
hoard last year, did not know why Womyn’s Week was not funded.
He said next year funding !Or
Womyns Week will he recommended
at the same time of allocattons for the
Women’s Center.
The Womyti’s Week major fundraising source is the Nns and Crafts
Fair. Projected income trom the fair
was $2,000, Kintscher said.
Vendors pay the Women’s Center
to sell merchandise in the Student
Union during the event.
This money would pay iiir esti-a
events the A.S. would nun fund, she
said.
But the Women’s Center does not
start making ttttt ney from the fair until
Womyn’s Week begins. Kelsey said.
Since the vendors were sending in
money from day-to-day esents and
speakers were added as I unds were re

George Sakkestad Gaily staff photographer
Brian $3 trod, an undeclared sophomore’, lets it all hang out in his tacky hest, while his partner, Mary Davis, an
undeclared junior. vainly tries to upstage his outrageous garb in the Royce Hall "Tacky Fashion Show."

Tacky duds and sloppy dudes
dished up in Dining Commons
IA( A I. Irian rag, /
advertising sophittittire and emcee of the ’tacks " show .
The Inter-Residence Hall Association sponsored the
talent show to provide entertainment lor the residents while
they ate. said Yuri Nam a journalism sophomore and IRHA
representative who helped organize and emcee the talent
’show.
Residence halls has e dances throughout the year to
give residents a chance to mingle and hay tun. Many said.
Costumes modeled included plaid iackets. flowered
shins and mismatched socks.
Kelly /mak. a communications junior, modeled a
striped shirt with checkered pants and tube socks.
"It Nils embarrassing walking over here with him."
said Lora Wooldiridge. an interior design senior and friend
of’ Zmak
Three residents showed how tacky they could be by
dressing as flare Krishnas and slain -dancing on the stage.
The grand finale Ail, Royce resident Steve Mahr.
dressed in drag. complete W1111 a pink -and -green -florescent
checkered dress, florescent -pink knee-high try Ions. and [aisles.
The talent and tacky Olow, were pertormed tin a
wooden stage set tip on the west side in the Dining Commons.
"Royce Hall’s dances have the biggest attendance because (the residents) in our hall like to have fun.** Marty.
said.
All the models in the show were Royce Hall residents.
Many said.
The fashion show was organized by the Social Acusity
Committee from Royce I fall. Marty said.
’We’re doing this because we care.’ said Robert Valencia. a public administration senior. Valencia. a Royce
Hall resident ads iser, was also one of the models.
Royce has a reputation for haying the 1110tit people attend our activities." said model Leslie Baker an undeclared sophomore and Rity el: Resident ads iser.
"We’re keeping up the tratlit1011. she said.
The audience seemed to like the show

"It was pretty funny," said Ron Harris. a journalism
junior.
I slIck’e, oh
I o. .1.1e
IRIIA’s talent show was mean
the fashion show IRHA held last semesier.’ Nam said.
Acts were performed by residents and included two
hands. a Korean fan dance and a juggling act.
Nam started off the Shots W ah a tap nI.itic
Ken Glaze an aeronautics operations junior performed
a juggling act, calling himself "The Incredible Palm Tree
Circus."
The highlight of the act was when Glaze juggled a hall.
then caught it on the back of his neck.
Suzanne Kim. a junior majoring in nursing. performed
a Korean tan dance, dressed in traditional clothes.
Kim has performed professionally with Haifa Hum. a
Korean dance group, for 14 years. she said.
Jim Crockett. a psychology senior, and Holly Compton, a music sophomore. performed guitar duets to such favorites as Stephen Stills’ "If You Can’t Be With The One
You Love. Love The One Your With."
"Blaze." a four-man hand performed Janet Jackson’s
’So In Lose." and two of their own songs it) the enthusias
tic crowd.
Robert Beck. an accounting freshman. sang Whitney
Houston’s "The Greatest Love of All."
Because he was a last-minute entrant in the show.
Beck performed a cappella.
Wrapping up the show was Static, a self-declared top
40 hand.
The group has never performed together bernre and
consists of residents from Moulder and their friends.
Static was highlighted by the singing and guitar play
mg of Brian Neff in such oldies as Louie. Loine." anti
’Johnny Be Good...
Despite amplifier problems. Static got the crowd to
sing and kept them in their seats long alter they’d I flushed
eating.
"I couldn’t hear some of the groups.- Bully Kuykendall. an undeclared freshman said. "hut the ones I could
hear. I liked."

Marcos sued
for billions
Ills
NOTES yyli
The Philippine government has
filed a 552 billion lays suit e.ni
tending tinnier President
nand Marcos. his wile. Imeld ).
and several associates comened
government money or their
own use.
The Superior Court lawsuit
was filed last week, the oneyear anniversary of the Marcoves’ flight nom the presidential palace in Manila after an
uprising which brought Corazon
Aquino to power.
The lawsuit is identical to
one tiled in t ederal court here
last summer. said .11101-11e Richard Kendall. It was reined in
state court as a protect ’s,. measure in the event the lederal
court case tall, through.

Week
should be funded when
the center is funded, so
we can organize, and
get better speakers.’
Womyn s

Allison

Kelsey,

co-coordinator of W omyn’s Week
ceived. she said.
"We can’t organize a program it
we have to wait for funds the week
Womy n s Week beg ns . K tit +cher
said.
Expenses for programs always
esceed binding. Kintscher said. One
ml the programs held itxlay . the comedy group "Ladies Against Women."
costs $755 to show .
Although tickets V. ill he sold lor
$1 ,the show could not be hooked 1111111
the Women’s Center paid the expenses, she said.
Each day, approximately eight

events are scheduled A $4410 lee for
actis ist Angela Das is used up
most of the special allocations funding. she said
’’A less days ago we didn’t have
completed events tor Womy n’s Week
because we were vi ailing tor money to
pay for the program.’ Kintscher said.
Today ’s Womy n’s Week program !muses on "Strong and
healthy "
Programs Iruth 111:1 it 05 p.m.
today are:
, Women and Osteoporosis. to
a All. 111 tie Costailoail Nitt1111.
Health Issues, 11
a.m. in the Costanoan Room.
Women.
Against
, Ladies
I .. A . W. ) are women comedians who
make run or traditional woinen’s roles.
The shim starts at noon in the Student
Union Amphitheatre ’rickets cosi $1.
From ICI a.m. to 5 p.m. in the
thiathilupe Room. the lilms "One
Fine Das" and "Rosie the Riveter:*
will be *inns n
(..’heck the Student Union for
times and possible changes in the
schedule

Active SJSU alumna
to advise Greek system
GRELKS..froin page I
member of the Junior League. a national women’s community ser% ice organization. and has helped ss MI the
Ilean Association
At SJSU. she has been a member
of the Spartan Foundation and Delta
Gamma sorority . an ads user kw the
homecoming committee and a member
of the Alumni Association Board in
Directors.
"I’ve been a Spartan supporter
ever since I have attended SJSU."
Houston said. "All three of my chilI feel very
dren have gone to SJSU
strongly about the school.
she
"It’s a unique um% ersity
a
said "It has such a thy ersity
wonderful blend of people from every
walk of life."
Rotten Martin. dean of Student
Services, said 11ouston was chosen mil
in the pool 4)1 applicants whim applied

lot the position last semester when
Muzos vs as selected. I liniston was IVCiiiiimentled by the search committee.
Martin said he believes Houston
is an eycellent choice lor the position.
"She has been estremely active
in Greek altars both at the university
and V. ith City Panhellenic." Martin
said. "The Greek groups can look fore, ard to working w ith someone y% ho is
enthusiastic and will Nod, diligently to
help them strengthen their programs.
Susan
President
Panhellenic
Rubrie said she was also pleased with
the choice ol I louston
"I’m eycited because she has a
Itit of esperience vsith the Greek system and Vt.1111, Itt
the Greek system .is strong as possible," Ruhne
said. "She’s alread.s familiar with
SJSl’ and its ( iteck system, so she will
be able to take miser the position easily...

Juniors,Seniors & Grads...

GM YOURSELF
SOME CREDIT

Hearing-impaired TV shown at pub
PUB, from page I
called closed captions appear on the
screen. Captions are white capital letters printed tin a black band. usually
appearing at the bottom it the screen.
Es cry thing, including narration.
dialogue and reporting is printed on
the screen Even sound Meets can he
experienced
All the major television networks
and the Public Broadcasting Service
have closed caption programming.
Home v ideo and cable television also
provide this technology .
About three weeks ago. John
Mix)re a tumor majoring in social sciences and one of Talking Hands’
founders. asked Spartan Shops manager Ed Zion to consider installing a
TeleCaption device in the Pub
Zant hadn’t realued there was a
demand for such a device and took immediate action to meet the request.
Moore said

’It w ould he nice to thank Ed
Zant,’ Nlitore said. "He made an 0’141 to get that right away. I haven’t
personally thanked him yet, this is one
way to do that.
"I think he contributed a lot to
the hearing impaired, to make communication easier fin- us.
Trey Duffy, coordinator of support services for the Disabled Students
Services Program, said he was pleased
Zant took action.
"I was impressed with the quickness of his response ii) the needs of the
students." Duffy said. "It’s nice to
know in a university, where things
move slowly, that change can occur
quickly."
Moore said hearing-inipaired individuals won’t he the only beneficiaries of the closed -caption system.
’In sonic silations, other people
can use the decoLr.’’ he said. "It’s

New tests will screen students
for entry into 100W classes
WOW from migi I
include. "It takes more than a scant
two hours or this type ol serious writing.’’ "What if I get writer’s block
and "The grading is WO sublet:nye "
Students base also complained
the lest is wonh too much of the overall course grade
Rico disagreed

mrster won’t he similarly tested.
Tests are being evaluated to determine what kind of questions are effective and non-discriminatory to English as a Second Language students,
she said.

pretty html to hear in the Pub when a
hand is play ing.
Moore said there is a closed cat)
Mined TV in the Student Union base
mein. but he and other students preter
to watch TV in the Pub.
"We come to the Pub a couple
times a week," he said. "Now that
we’re aware of it, we can tiring our
friends along to watch closed cap
tion.

Nursing Boards
Anxiety:
Why Suffer?
Don’t! And with Kaplan’s
NCLEX prep you won’t.
Only Kaplan offers both
small classes led by expert
nurses and a Test-n-Tape’ series
for extra review
Al! books are provided. Plus
with a Kaplan 113 card, you
have 120 centers open to you
Tuition’s only $195 and comes
with a money-back guarantee*
We also offer group rates and
student rep opportunities.
So call! Kaplans NCLEX prep
is the fastest cure for nervous
nurses.
livalltrelest lokerslromoccreatednilf,rvi
VhoOls who inolloan,the N( It%
got oretundorlokeow dosscmqoo

)11

IKAPLAN

"The test is not punitive." she
said. It should only he worth 10 percent of the grade. "unless the student
has done marginal work all semester.’’

Even though 100W students must
first have passed English IA and I B.
the entrance mint is still needed. said
Mary Moore. director of the General
Education Ads isement Center.
’Some community college English IA and 113 classes don’t prepare
students for 1(10W,’’ Moore said.

The 1100W students tested in September represent a "norm grinip."
Rico said, adding that students taking
the juniordevel writing class this se,

All students. not lust transfers,
should take the test because "too
many students graduate who can’t
even write a paragraph." she said.

(415) 327-0841
300 Hamilton Ave.
Palo Alto. CA 94301

MOWN. KAPLAN IIIIKAIONU =TR 111)

Just bring a copy of
your school I.D.
No cosigner required
APPLY NOW ON CAMPUS!
Date: March 2 to March 6
Time: 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Place: In front of Student Union
CITIBANNV
Gm.. So.in Deindel it A Mombli, rIDC

